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Company: Inc Recruitment

Location: Plymouth

Category: sales-and-related

Fed up of Warehouse or Admin work? – Start as a Sales Assistant

Are you fed up of being in the warehouse and speaking to the same people everyday?

Get out of the warehouse and start as a sales assistant with this great opportunity.

Feeling stuck in a dead-end warehouse or admin job with no progression in sight?

Our Client are currently looking for enthusiastic, bubbly, passionate and driven individuals to

represent our organisation as a sales assistant and become a part of the success stories

in our promotions team within sales.

Advantages:

- An immediate start

- Fun work culture

- Fast progression for driven individuals

- Face to face sales in a field sales environment as a sales assistant
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- Full product and industry training

- Mentor programs with some top UK & worldwide business people

- Excellent commissions and incentives

The Company:

Our client is a fast paced sales and marketing company. They currently represent some

of the most recognised brands in the world all over the UK. Initial openings are as a sales

assistant on behalf of these large brands whilst developing campaign knowledge and

industry experience.

No previous Sales experience is required, as they have a team ready to coach and develop

you in all aspects of our business and the clients, but previous customer service, or

customer facing experience is an advantage, as well as previously working as a sales

assistant. So, if you are currently working in a warehouse or admin role then this Sales

assistant role maybe your perfect new career move.

They are continuing to expand throughout the UK which means that this self-employed

commission only opportunity gives a platform for uncapped earnings. You will be

representing clients in campaigns such as events environments

If you are looking for something new or ready to boost your career in sales and marketing

this is ideal for you. Get out of the warehouse and get into sales and customer service

* Please note, by applying to this advert you acknowledge our privacy policy applies and give

consent for Inc Recruitment to share the data you provide with our client so that they may

contact you regarding the role or any other role they deem you suitable for. For more

information, please see our website before applying
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